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In acoustic communication timing seems to be an exceedingly important aspect. The just noticeable
difference ~jnd! for small perturbations of an isochronous sequence of sounds is particularly
important in music, in which such sequences frequently occur. This article reviews the literature in
the area and presents an experiment designed to resolve some conflicting results in the literature
regarding the tempo dependence for quick tempi and relevance of music experience. The jnd for a
perturbation of the timing of a tone appearing in an isochronous sequence was examined by the
method of adjustment. Thirty listeners of varied musical background were asked to adjust the
position of the fourth tone in a sequence of six, such that they heard the sequence as perfectly
isochronous. The tones were presented at a constant interonset time that was varied between 100 and
1000 ms. The absolute jnd was found to be approximately constant at 6 ms for tone interonset
intervals shorter than about 240 ms and the relative jnd constant at 2.5% of the tone interonsets
above 240 ms. Subjects’ musical training did not affect these values. Comparison with previous
work showed that a constant absolute jnd below 250 ms and constant relative jnd above 250 ms tend
to appear regardless of the perturbation type, at least if the sequence is relatively short. © 1995
Acoustical Society of America.
PACS numbers: 43.66.Mk, 43.75.Cd

INTRODUCTION

The duration of tones in a music performance typically
deviates from their nominal values given by the score. These
deviations are an important part of musical expressivity. The
relevance of tone durations to music performance has been
demonstrated in many previous investigations ~Shaffer,
1981; Bengtsson and Gabrielsson, 1983; Clarke, 1982; Sloboda, 1983; Sundberg et al., 1991b; Todd, 1985; Repp,
1992a!. However, the scientific interest has focused mainly
on the analysis of music performances, while the perceptual
aspect has been studied less intensively.
An interesting perceptual aspect is the just noticeable
difference ~jnd! in time in various situations. For example,
what is the smallest noticeable quantity by which the onset
of one or several tones can be displaced in time in a performance? Recently this question has been approached from a
top-down, music performance point of view, by using real
music examples in various ways ~Repp, 1992b, 1994; Clarke
1989; Sundberg et al., 1991a; Friberg and Sundberg, 1994!.
Psychoacoustic approaches have also been tried in which the
traditional single-interval or single-duration discrimination
measurements have been extended to several time intervals.
The extension from a single-interval to several equidistant, consecutive intervals seems to be a natural development
in studying time perception in a slightly more complex and
musically relevant context; for example, a drummer produces quasi-isochronous sequences and obviously is required
to ‘‘keep time’’ with an accuracy high enough so as to produce only imperceptible errors. The involvement of isochronous sequences adds however many degrees of freedom. In
a!
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an isochronous sequence the following perturbations seem
particularly important as illustrated in Fig. 1 ~Schulze, 1978!:
~1! displacement of one time marker; ~2! lengthening/
shortening of one interval; ~3! cyclic displacement of, e.g.,
every second or every fourth time marker; and ~4! tempo
change; i.e., all interonset intervals ~IOIs! are changed after a
certain time marker in the sequence, or two sequences, each
having different IOIs, are compared.
In addition, the position of the deviation, the length of
the sequence, and the pitch of the time marker as a function
of position can be varied in all applicable cases. Various
aspects of the different perturbation types will be elucidated
in the following review of the literature on isochronous sequences. The jnd values are in the following presented either
in terms of absolute jnd, that is, in ms, or in terms of relative
jnd, that is, in percent of the IOI.

I. PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON ISOCHRONOUS
SEQUENCES
A. jnd for displacement and lengthening/shortening

A number of investigations have analyzed perceptual
phenomena associated with early or late arrival of one element within an isochronous sequence. As illustrated in Fig.
1, two different situations may occur. One is that one of the
IOIs is shortened or lengthened, but the arrival times of the
subsequent time markers remain unchanged by a corresponding lengthening and shortening, respectively, of the subsequent IOI ~type 1 in Fig. 1!. In the other situation one of the
IOIs is shortened or lengthened, but in this case all following
time markers arrive correspondingly early or late ~type 2 in
Fig. 1!.
Hibi ~1983! measured discrimination threshold of for-
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FIG. 1. Examples of different perturbation types in an isochronous sequence: 1, forward ~late! displacement of one time marker with a small
perturbation d; 2, lengthening of one interval; 3, cyclic displacement of
every other time marker; and 4, tempo difference where each interval after a
certain point is lengthened with d.

ward and backward displacements of a single time marker
~late and early arrival!, and lengthening and shortening of a
single IOI in a sequence of 15 tone bursts. The position of
the perturbation occurred at three different locations in the
middle of the sequence. The task of the three subjects was to
report disturbances of the metrical regularity. The method of
constant stimuli was used to estimate the 50% detection
level. As can be seen in Fig. 2~a! two areas of constant relative jnd was found: IOI5400 to 1000 ms and IOI5143 to
250. For IOI5400 to 1000 ms, the jnd was about 6% in all
conditions, whereas for IOI5143 to 250, the jnd value varied
between 7.5% and 9% depending on the type of perturbation.
In the transition area ~IOI5250 to 400 ms! the dependence
on the type of perturbation was even higher.
Hirsh et al. ~1990! measured the discrimination threshold for a forward displacement of a single time marker in
sequences of 6 or 10 tones for IOI550, 100, and 200 ms. All
tones were 1000-Hz sinusoids with a duration of 20 ms.
They used a cued adaptive two-alternatives–forced-choice
~2AFC! procedure where the amount of displacement was
halved when subjects gave two consecutive correct answers
and doubled for each incorrect answer. Contrary to Hibi, the
absolute jnd was found to be constant, at least for IOI5100
and 200 ms. For IOIs 100 ms and longer, the absolute jnd
was found to be independent of the position of the tone
within the sequence. The average jnd over all positions and
both sequence lengths are shown in Fig. 2~a! ~IOI5100 and
200 ms!.
A slightly different type of perturbation was considered
by Halpern and Darwin ~1982!. They measured the displacement discrimination of the last click of an isochronous sequence of four. The method of constant stimuli was used to
determine the jnd for eight IOIs ranging from 400 to 1450
ms. Converting the results to relative values showed that the
relative jnd, expressed as the 50% detection level, was almost constant ~3.1% to 4.4%! over the whole IOI range analyzed @see Fig. 2~a!#.
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FIG. 2. An overview of time discrimination in an isochronous sequence for
~a! displacement of one note or one time interval shortened or lengthened,
~b! cyclic displacement, and ~c! tempo.

The discrimination of a displacement of the final time
marker in a sequence was also carefully investigated by ten
Hoopen et al. ~1995!. They varied the number of intervals
from 2 to 4, and presented the stimuli at faster tempi
A. Friberg and J. Sundberg: Time discrimination in a sequence
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~IOI550 to 400 ms! than those examined by Halpern and
Darwin. The time markers were 10-ms-long square waves
with a frequency of 1000 Hz. A method of constant stimuli
was used and the jnd was estimated from the fitted cumulative normal distribution. There was no trend, as the number
of intervals increased. The average absolute jnd was found to
be constant at about 14 ms for IOI5100 to 200 ms and 25 ms
for IOI5400 ms @see Fig. 2~a!#.

B. jnd for cyclic displacement

A common principle in music performance is to
lengthen tones in stressed positions at the expense of the
subsequent tone in unstressed position. This principle is applied both in Baroque music ~Inégales! and in jazz ~Swingfeel!. In other types of music, e.g., Vienna waltz, other types
of reiterant perturbations have been found ~Bengtsson and
Gabrielsson, 1983!. A group of investigations have focused
on such reiterant perturbations occurring in a sequence of
time markers.
Lunney ~1974! reported on a rather informal experiment
in which he had used himself as the sole subject. He gradually displaced every fourth note in a continuous sequence
until he could notice a metrical irregularity. IOI was varied
from 30 to 3200 ms. Although unfortunately, he did not report averages over repeated runs, his results showed an approximate JND of 5% for 350 ms,IOI,1000 ms and a tendency to decrease for shorter IOIs @see Fig. 2~b!#. These
results were reached after several weeks of practice.
A constant relative jnd for shorter IOIs was also found
by Fraisse ~1967! using a continuous alternating series where
every other note was displaced. Both the method of adjustment and the method of constant stimuli were used, see Fig.
2~b!. Five different tempi ~IOI5150, 300, 600, 1200 and
2400 ms! and four subjects were used in each test. In the
adjustment task, the distance from the 25% and 75% interquantile points was taken as the measure of the jnd. Both
methods showed a greater sensitivity at IOI5600 ms than at
IOI5150, 300, and 1200 ms and the values were at least
twice as large for the method of constant stimuli.
Also van Noorden ~1975, p. 56! used two alternating,
continuous sequences, but varied also the pitch. He used a
tracking method similar to the one used by von Békésy for
the determination of the auditory threshold. When all tones
had the same pitch the relative jnd was about 8.5% for
IOI562 to 120 ms and 6% for IOI5200 to 400 ms. For
IOI5120 to 200 ms, the absolute jnd was approximately
constant @see Fig. 2~b!#.
ten Hoopen et al. ~1994! made a series of experiments
similar to that of van Noorden but with a larger range of IOI
values and with finite rather than continuous sequences. The
results were in accordance with van Noorden’s. In experiment 3, the absolute jnd was rather constant at 10 ms for
IOI560 to 240 ms and the relative jnd was constant at about
4.5% for IOI5240 to 720 ms @see Fig. 2~b!#. They found that
sequence length did not affect the results when the number of
time markers was varied from 8 to 24.
2526
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C. jnd for tempo

Michon ~1964! measured the jnd for tempo using stepwise tempo changes, the so-called up–down staircase
method. The subjects were trained and allowed to decide
freely how long they wanted to listen to each tempo and
could switch freely between the two tempi. Contrary to most
other experimenters he found that the sensitivity increased
for shorter IOI values. The maximum sensitivity was about
1% for IOIs between 100 and 200 ms, and 2% for IOIs
between 300 and 1000 ms @see Fig. 2~c!#.
Nordmark ~1968! measured the frequency discrimination for the repetition of short pulses where the repetition
rate varied from 1 to 4000 Hz. In the infrafrequency range
this is equivalent to measuring the jnd for tempo. He used
the method of adjustment with an experimental setup very
similar to Michon’s. He found a close linear relationship between log IOI and log absolute jnd. For an IOI of 62.5 ms
jnd was 0.2 ms and for IOI51000 ms jnd was 11 ms @see
Fig. 2~c!#.
Drake and Botte ~1993! measured the jnd for tempo
when the number of presented intervals varied from 1 to 6.
An adaptive 2AFC procedure converging on the 70.7% correct level was used. Isochronous sequences were presented in
pairs in which the tempo differed slightly, and the subjects
indicated which they perceived as the fastest. Drake and
Botte found that the jnds for stimuli containing 2 to 6 intervals were considerably lower than the jnds for those containing one single interval. Contrary to the findings of Michon
and Nordmark, the jnd increased for IOIs shorter than 400
ms. Overall, the sensitivity increased with the number of
intervals in the sequence. The result for 2 and 6 intervals are
shown in Fig. 2~c!.
D. General comments

The various investigations summarized above demonstrate that for sequences of time intervals between tones of
identical loudness, pitch, and timbre, the jnd for a perturbation in time is dependent upon a number of different experimental factors. Examples of such factors are interonset interval, number of time intervals included in the sequence, and
type of perturbation. The number of relevant factors increase
if musically more realistic stimuli are considered ~see, e.g.,
Repp, 1992b!.
The jnd values vary considerably. Some of this variation
is due to methodological effects. Results obtained by an adjustment method are not directly comparable with the 50%
detection level values obtained by, e.g., a forced-choice
method; such a comparison is feasible after a doubling of the
values obtained by the adjustment method ~using the average
standard deviation as the measure of the jnd!. This approximate relationship has been confirmed theoretically ~Cardozo,
1965!, in pitch discrimination measurements ~Wier et al.,
1976!, and in time discrimination measurements ~Fraisse,
1967!.
The investigations described above and illustrated in
Fig. 2 cause several general observations and comments as
follows.
~1! Our sensitivity to tempo change is clearly greater
A. Friberg and J. Sundberg: Time discrimination in a sequence
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than our sensitivity to the other types of perturbations. This
may be expected since a tempo change affects a greater number of intervals and consequently more information is available to the perception. Several mechanisms explaining this
effect have been proposed ~e.g., Drake and Botte, 1993!.
Since there are more cues in a cyclic displacement than in a
single displacement one similarly would expect a higher sensitivity to cyclic displacement. In the results, only a slight
trend to such a difference can be observed.
Schulze ~1978!, in a direct comparison, found tempo
discrimination to be significantly better than displacement of
one time marker or lengthening of a single interval ~types 1
and 2 in Fig. 1!. The detection of a lengthening of one interval was found to be slightly better ~significant only in certain
cases! than a displacement of one time marker.
~2! There is a middle IOI range of about 400 to 800 ms
were the relative jnd is approximately constant. The jnd in
that range is about 2% for tempo and between 4% and 6%
for the other types of perturbation.
~3! Above IOI5800 ms some investigators have found
that the jnd curves have a tendency to increase for longer
IOIs.
~4! Below IOI5400 ms there is very little agreement
between different measurements even for the same type of
perturbation. The perception seems to change and a more
complex situation is seen where the sensitivity in different
experiments increase, decrease, or stay the same for shorter
IOIs. A tendency for a constant absolute jnd below IOI5250
ms, as proposed by ten Hoopen ~1992! can be seen in some
cases in all perturbation types. Interestingly, these are almost
all experiments using short, finite length sequences. The only
exception seems to be van Noorden who, by using continuous sequences, obtained a constant absolute jnd within the
range of IOI5120 to 200 ms.
Many of the above measurements on the jnd exhibit a
change of behavior for shorter IOIs. This may reflect two
different perception mechanisms. This was proposed by Michon ~1964! who found a breakpoint somewhere between
200 and 300 ms. Hibi ~1983! proposed that the perception of
short IOIs ~100–250 ms! is holistic, i.e., that the entire sequence is heard as a whole, and that the perception of the
long IOIs ~400–1000 ms! is analytic; i.e., the sequence is
perceived interval by interval. He found the breakpoint at
about 330 ms.
Further support for the holistic/analytic perception
model was obtained by Kohno ~1992!. He found that children under 3 to 4 years old could only tap in synchrony with
a metronome at a fast IOI rate ~250 ms! and not at slower
rates ~500 and 1000 ms!, thus suggesting that only one of the
mechanisms were developed at that age. In another experiment he asked adult subjects to identify nonsense words produced with equal intersyllable intervals ~ISI!. However, before writing down the word on an answer sheet the subjects
were required to perform a simple calculation task. The identification was significantly better for the words with short
ISIs. This suggests that the words with short ISI ~250 ms!
could be remembered as a whole, whereas the words with
longer ISIs, possibly processed event by event, was lost during the calculation task.
2527
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ten Hoopen ~1992! compared different sequential timing
discrimination measurements. He observed that the IOI5250
ms appeared to be a breakpoint for the perception, independently of the type of perturbation or the test method. He also
found that for IOI5100 to 250 ms the absolute jnd was constant and proposed a pattern matching model for this range.
The scatter of the results from different experiments
suggests the existence of various influential factors. The skill
of discriminating small time deviations in isochronous sequences is similar to skills needed by musicians to produce
high quality performances. Consequently, one would a priori
assume that the subjects’ musical experience would influence
the sensitivity. Two of the above experiments considered the
influence of musical experience. Halpern and Darwin ~1982!
in measuring displacement discrimination of the final tone in
a sequence, did not find a higher sensitivity for musically
trained subjects. The amount of formal music training varied
from 0 to 12 years. On the other hand, Drake and Botte
~1993! in measuring tempo discrimination found a significant
effect of musical training.
II. EXPERIMENT

An experiment was carried out to further elucidate the as
yet unclear dependence of the jnd for perturbation of type 1
especially at faster tempi, IOI,400 ms, which is a musically
particularly important tempo range. The influence of musical
training was also taken into account. Mainly to save subjects’
time we chose an adjustment task where the discrimination
of a displacement of one tone in an isochronous sequence of
six tones of equal pitch was measured. All tones were separated by the same IOI except for the fourth one which could
be moved back and forth in time relative to the other, fixed
tones. We tried only one position for the variable tone; in a
similar experiment, Hirsh et al. ~1990! showed that there was
no dependence of position within the interonset range we
used in our experiment ~100–1000 ms!.
A. Procedure

A program written in Director Musices ~Friberg, 1994!,
was used for running the entire test and recording the results.
The subjects were initially asked to give some personal information regarding their musical experience: They were
asked if they played any instrument, and in that case for how
many years and how many hours per week. Then, they were
presented with three practice trials with IOI5100, 300, and
500 ms.
Thereafter, the test was run. It consisted of nine sequences with an IOI for the fixed tones of either 100, 130,
200, 240, 300, 380, 500, 800, or 1000 ms. Each sequence
appeared three times, so that the test contained a total of
339527 stimulus presentations. The duration of the entire
test ranged from 20 to 40 min depending on the subject. For
each stimulus a scrollbar appeared on the computer screen.
The subject could move the fourth note by adjusting the
scrollbar with the mouse. As soon as it was moved, the six
notes were played according to the new adjustment. The subjects were instructed to adjust the setting until they perceived
the sequence as perfectly isochronous. There was no specific
instruction as how to listen, such as to avoid mental subdiA. Friberg and J. Sundberg: Time discrimination in a sequence
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vision of durations. The step size was 1%. The displacements
corresponding to the end positions on the scrollbar varied
randomly between stimuli. The maximum positive displacement varied randomly from 35% to 65% and the maximum
negative displacement varied from 235% to 265%. The
same was true for the initial displacement value that for each
new stimulus was randomly varied from 235% to 35%. The
program stored the displacement value, i.e., the discrepancy
between the adjusted time position of the stimulus tone and
its physical midpoint ~d, perturbation type 1 in Fig. 1!. Also
stored were the number of trials with the same stimulus as
well as the largest displacements allowed by the scrollbar.

TABLE I. The average of the relative ~in % of IOI! and absolute ~in ms! jnd
values, the constant error ~CE! and number of repetitions for the displacement of the fourth tone in an isochronous sequence of six.
IOI ~ms!
100
130
200
240
300
380
500
800
1000

jnd ~%!

jnd ~ms!

CE ~%!

Repetitions

5.4
4.8
3.3
2.5
2.5
2.7
2.1
2.7
2.6

5.4
6.2
6.5
6.0
7.6
10.1
10.7
21.4
26.5

20.3
21.2
21.0
0.1
20.4
20.6
20.4
20.6
20.1

20.6
16.6
12
11.8
9.8
8.3
8.1
7.4
8.8

B. Equipment

The equipment consisted of a Macintosh II computer
connected to a Yamaha FB01 synthesizer controlled via a
MIDI ~Loy, 1985! interface. A stimulus was chosen that resembled a real musical instrument played in a customary
way. The sound used had a guitarlike timbre with a fast
attack ~0.5 ms! and an immediate exponential decay with a
decay time of 0.5 s ~when the amplitude is 1/e of the initial
value!. When a new note was played, the previous note was
terminated by a short final decay. This decay was set as short
as possible without generating audible clicks. The pitch was
constant at 262 Hz ~C4!. The stimuli were presented to the
subjects over a loudspeaker placed in a damped studio. The
volume was adjusted to a comfortable level.
In general, the precision associated with the MIDI standard is rather modest. Still, our experimental setup offered a
timing accuracy of 62 ms. This was due to the fact that a
low number of MIDI events were transmitted simultaneously. The accuracy achieved was assumed to be sufficient
in this case in view of the results from the earlier investigations mentioned above. This assumption was supported by
the results from informal pretests.
C. Subjects

Most of the subjects were students of engineering at the
Royal Institute of Technology, taking a course in music
acoustics. A total of 29 students and one professional musician participated in the test. Of these, 23 reported that they
were actively involved in music, with the number of years of
musical activity ranging from 1–50.

For IOIs5240 ms and longer the results are in accordance with Weber’s law, that is, the relative jnd is constant,
see Fig. 3; in average the jnd was 2.5% for IOI5240 to 1000
ms. For shorter IOIs ~100 to 240 ms! the absolute jnd is
constant, in average 6 ms.
To further confirm that the absolute and relative jnd
were constant for short and long IOIs, respectively, three
repeated measure ANOVAs were performed with the jnd as
the dependent variable. In the first, the main effect of IOI on
the relative jnd was checked and was found to be significant
~p,0.0001!. In the second, a partial ANOVA was performed
for IOI values from 240 to 1000 ms. The main effect of IOI
gave a nonsignificant result ~p,0.68! confirming that the
relative jnd is constant in that range. In the third test a partial
ANOVA was performed for the IOI values from 100 to 240
ms, using the absolute jnd as the dependent variable. The
main effect of IOI was not significant ~p,0.77! confirming
that the absolute jnd was constant in that range.
Thus these results clearly supported the assumption of
Hibi ~1983! and others that two different processes are used
for the perception of time intervals. Furthermore, the breakpoint at about 250 ms and the constant absolute jnd for IOIs
between 100 and 250 ms confirms the findings by ten
Hoopen ~1992!.
The subjects tended to scatter their adjustments around a

III. RESULTS

For each IOI the mean and the standard deviation were
calculated from each subjects’ displacement values. The
standard deviation was taken as the measure of the jnd. The
mean value gives the constant error ~CE!. It reflects the deviation of the point of subjective equality ~PSE! from the
point of objective equality ~POE!, that is, the difference from
the physical midpoint. The average jnd values expressed in
percent of the IOI ~the Weber fraction! and in milliseconds,
the constant error, and the number of repetitions are presented in Table I. Positive values of CE means that the subjects adjusted the position of the fourth tone so it came later
than the physical midpoint. The relative jnd is also plotted in
Fig. 3, where the dashes indicate 95% confidence intervals.
2528
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FIG. 3. The relative jnd as a function of interonset interval for the displacement of the fourth note in a six note sequence. The dashes indicate 95%
confidence intervals for each value.
A. Friberg and J. Sundberg: Time discrimination in a sequence
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FIG. 4. Comparison with previous work. All measurements using isochronous sequences with less than ten intervals from Fig. 2 are shown together
with the present result.

small negative deviation from the physical midpoint rather
than around a zero deviation, as shown by the CE values in
Table I. A t test of CE averaged overall IOI values, indicated
that the average CE was significantly less than zero ~mean5
20.5, p,0.0003!. Interestingly, the only value that was positive was for IOI5240 ms, i.e., at the breakpoint where the
jnd curve change direction. A repeated measures ANOVA
was performed to find out if the CE varied with the IOI
value. The result was negative indicating no significant
variation of the CE as a function of IOI ~p,0.5!. As the
deviations were small and for shorter IOIs less than the precision of the equipment, no further conclusions can be
drawn.
Musical experience was not found to have any influence
on the sensitivity. There was no significant correlation between musical experience and jnds averaged over all IOIs.
The number of times that each subject listened to the
same stimulus may be taken as a measure of the difficulty of
the task. In Table I, the average over all subjects of the number of repetitions are listed. Interestingly, the number of repetitions follows the same trend as the relative jnd. It is fairly
constant for IOI>380 ms, and increases for shorter IOIs.
This suggests that the perceived difficulty of the task depended on the relative jnd. Furthermore, there was no influence of musical experience in this regard.
There were no influence of training during the experiment. No significant correlation was found between each
subject’s jnd and number of repetitions, both averaged over
all IOIs.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Comparison with previous measurements

Figure 4 compares our results with all of the previously
mentioned investigations which used short isochronous sequences ~number of intervals ,10!. To facilitate comparison
our results have been multiplied by a factor of 2, for reasons
explained above. As can be seen in Fig. 4 all curves show the
2529
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same overall trend irrespective of type of perturbation and
method of measurement: a constant absolute jnd for IOI
5100 to 250 ms and a constant relative jnd above 250 ms.
The results of the Drake and Botte ~1993! pertain to
comparison of isochronous sequences consisting of two intervals ~three tones!. The shape of their curves is quite similar to ours with regard to the increase toward shorter time
intervals and a relatively constant value for intermediate intervals. However, for longer time intervals their curves show
an upward slope, which was not found in our results. This
upward slope for longer intervals is also seen in the results
by, e.g., Lunney ~1974!.
Hibi ~1983! used the same type of perturbation as in the
present investigation, but surprisingly his results diverge
somewhat from ours. His discrimination results for backward
and forward displacements were shown in Fig. 2~a!. For IOI
.400 ms the relative jnd is constant, as in our investigation.
However, even for short IOIs Hibi obtained an approximately constant relative jnd. This is not seen in any of the
measurements shown in Fig. 4. Interestingly, Hibi used
longer sequences of 15 time markers instead of the three to
ten time markers that were used in the remaining measurements presented in Fig. 4. Most results from other investigations using longer sequences show a great variation and no
trend to a constant absolute jnd for the IOI range 100 to 400
ms ~Fraisse, 1967; Lunney, 1974; Michon, 1964; Nordmark,
1968!. The only exception to this overall trend seems to be
the results by van Noorden ~1975! and ten Hoopen et al.
~1994!.
Summarizing, the length of the sequence seems to be
more influential than the type of perturbation or the method
used. The absolute jnd seems to be constant in the IOI range
100 to 250 ms at least when the sequence is relatively short.
B. Range of constant absolute jnd

The switch from a constant relative jnd to a constant
absolute jnd occurs in the vicinity of 250 ms. Thus, from the
point of view of absolute duration sensitivity, is greatest for
IOIs between 100 and 250 ms, approximately. This is interesting from different aspects.
In musical performance short tones of durations in the
range of 100 to 250 ms occur frequently, and lengthening of
tone duration is often used for expressive purposes. Thus,
from listening to music, we may be particularly trained to
detect perturbations in this range of durations.
Durations of speech sounds in neutral speech seem to
vary within a similar range ~Klatt and Cooper, 1975; Crystal
and House, 1988!. Lengthening of syllables is an important
cue for emphasis and other prosodic effects. Thus also from
listening to speech we may be trained to detect perturbations
at this magnitude of durations. Klatt and Cooper found jnd
values for change of syllable duration in the range of 26 to
59 ms. These rather large magnitudes may also reflect onset
and context characteristics.
C. Relevance of musical experience

In the present experiment no positive effect of musical
experience was found. The same results were obtained by
A. Friberg and J. Sundberg: Time discrimination in a sequence
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Halpern and Darwin ~1982! for the displacement discrimination of the last click in a sequence of four. On the other hand,
Drake and Botte ~1993! found a significant difference between musicians and nonmusicians with regard to tempo discrimination.
One reason for the lack of influence of musical experience could be that there was too little difference between our
subject groups. For example, only one of our subjects was a
professional musician. On the other hand, several subjects
had quite extensive musical experience, and an analysis of
the individual data revealed nothing that suggested a difference even for the most experienced subjects. Still, it is possible that a greater number of full-time professional musicians would have given a different result.
Another possible explanation is that there is a clear difference between listening and performance. Previously it has
often been assumed that perception and performance of time
are using the same mechanism. However, Sternberg et al.
~1982! compared results based on perception and production
of fractions of time intervals and found diverging results.
This supports the hypothesis that the perception and performance of timing are different skills. Perhaps the skill to discriminate events of differing durations is acquired early or
even prenatally, while musicians have to train themselves to
perform a sufficiently accurate timing.
D. Grouping and subdivision

Musical phrases are often performed with a lengthening
of the last note or with a ritardando in the end ~see, e.g.,
Todd, 1985; Gabrielsson, 1987!. This principle is mirrored in
the detection ability; it is harder to detect a lengthening at the
end of a phrase than in the middle of a phrase ~Repp, 1992b,
1994!. In short rhythmic patterns, Drake ~1993! found similarly that the detection of a lengthening was dependent on
position. Both these findings seem to support the hypothesis
that lengthenings are harder to detect at group boundaries,
both for longer phrases ~Repp! and for shorter groups such as
melodic gestures ~Drake!.
Even within an isochronous sequence mental grouping,
i.e., subjective rhythmization, can occur. When we listen to
an isochronous sequence, we tend to perceive chunks of
tones, each of which consists of several tones ~see, e.g.,
Parncutt, 1994!. In our experiment, the subjects could manipulate the timing of the fourth note in a sequence of six.
Such a sequence can be grouped in different ways, e.g., two
groups of three, one group of four preceded by an upbeat and
followed by a final tone, or one group of four followed by a
group consisting of the two final tones. It is likely that the
subjects chose different mental groupings, which may have
affected the results. A predominance of the last mentioned
patterning may be the reason why the PSE, averaged over all
IOIs, occurred significantly earlier than the POE.
The effect of mental grouping might also explain some
of the variance seen in previous investigations using longer
sequences. If a greater number of time markers is presented,
a greater number of grouping alternatives would a priori be
available to the listener. For example, in tempo discrimination, it is possible to listen to groups of time markers and
make the discrimination on the basis of the IOI for the
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groups instead of the individual IOIs. This would imply that
the listener would be able to ‘‘transpose’’ the sensitivity in a
certain tempo range to another tempo range! However, in a
cyclic displacement the same processing may not be possible
since the grouping is already enforced and the IOI for the
groups is not affected. This may explain why jnd is not affected by sequence length in cyclic displacement ~ten
Hoopen et al., 1994!.
For slow tempi some, but not all investigators have observed an increase of the jnd with increasing IOI. An explanation could be that our subjects could use mental subdivision for longer time intervals; the first three tones could be
used to established a reference tempo inviting to a subdivision that was then carried over to the fourth tone. Mental
subdivision of a sequence is probably not favored in the
same manner in tempo discrimination experiments. It might
be rewarding to control for grouping in future attempts to
measure timing discrimination in isochronous sequences.
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